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albeit obscurely, and thinking himself in
opposition to my view.
Perhaps Williams thinks that application can be avoided altogether. I hesitate
to presume that he is that naive. Legislators try to control human action by
compulsion; political leaders (in a democracy), by persuasion; military leaders, by authority; educators, by logic and
information; advertisers, by influence. By
various combinations of means of differing legitimacy we control and manipu-
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social scientists cannot as scientists determine what ends are to be served, though
they can indicate what means are required by each and what effects attainment of the end may have, and this may
influence the selection of ends. The situation is not very different from that of
the physicists, though the similarities are
obscured by misunderstandings such as
those displayed by Williams. I do not
believe, however, that these need deprive
the social sciences of the scientific character that they share with the natural
sciences.

ERNEST
New York, New York
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Biochemistry, Ph.D. Now assistant professor of
pharmacology in large eastern medical college,
Desires to return to department of biochemistry,
academic or industrial. Considerable research
and teaching experience. Box 121, SCIENCE.
X
Biologist, B.A., 1957, Reed College; background
in physics, mathematics, chemistry; 2 years'
museum experience as curator of science. Inventive; interested in doing original research in
biology, evolution, biochemistry, astronomy,
space medicine; field or laboratory work. Will
train. Christopher Ray, Everhart Museum,
X
Scranton, Pa.
Biologist, Ph.D., 10 years' teaching experience.
Numerous publications. Box 113, SCIENCE.
5/29
Biologist. Young woman Ph.D., desires teaching
or research position in plant pathology or bot5/29
any. Box 117, SCIENCE.
Botanist, Ph.D. Genetics, biology, general zoology, plant anatomy, microtechnique, human
anatomy; research in air pollution and teaching
experience. 40 years old. Wants teaching or research, small college preferred. Box 115,
SCIENCE.
5/29; 6/5

Microbiologist, Ph.D. Broad experience in bacteriology; also interested in biology. Box 119,
X
SCIENCE.
1958.
Desires
teachPh.D.
June
Parasitologist,
ing or research position. Box 114, SCIENCE.
X
Writer, experienced researcher, medical, psychiatric, physiological, legal, general. Can rewrite ghost. G. Marin, 402 85th Street, BrookX
lyn, kew York.
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late each other. All societies-in however different ways-must control their
members to some degree.
The social sciences, among other
things, explore these controls-causes,
effects, and effectiveness-and the results
may be used to improve the means used.
In the 20th century, social scientists advise government, business, and private
citizens on a host of problems, all of
which involve the control of human behavior. (I shall not discuss Williams'
confusion between "control" and compulsion and his idea that compulsion is
always practiced by the few over the
many). Now, my central thesis was that
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ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
RESEARCH
A leading pharmaceutical firm requires
an administrative man for research division. Job includes line and staff functions. Experience in research, industrial
relations, budget, supplies, and services
helpful. Job reports to manager of research administration. Must have at
least a B.S. degree in physical or biological sciences. Send complete resume,
including salary requirements to
Box 108, SCIENCE

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
FOR FOODS AND DRUGS
A progressive midwestern pharmaceutical
company is seeking a Ph.D. in chemistry,
pharmacology, or related field, 30-40, for
the scientific relations department. He
should be able to write clearly and interestingly, to meet people easily and should
have experience in the pharmaceutical industry. An excellent five-figure starting
salary and liberal benefits are provided.
We are an expanding company with sales
in excess of 60 million dollars, and a strong
research division. Reply with resume, including present and past earning levels.
Dr. James A. Garrison
Professional Employment Manager

Mead Johnson & Company
Evansville, Indiana
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Biochemist, Physiologist or Biologist with strong
biochemical interests, recent or 1959 Ph.D., desired to participate in basic research on cellular metabolism and renal transport mechanisms.
May Institute for Medical Research, 421 RidgeX
way Avenue, Cincinnati 29, Ohio.
Biochemist Physical, Ph.D. To participate in
USPHS research program (3-year grant) dealing with study of plasma proteins with physicalchemical techniques, for example, ultracentrifugation, chromatography, light scattering, and
so forth. Salary, $8000 plus annual $500 increment. New York City area. Address replies to
Box 118, SCIENCE.
6/5
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Biochemist, Ph.D. or M.D., for chief of the biochemistry division of the department of pathology
at a large midwestern university and teaching
hospital. Excellent opportunity for independent
research. Salary over $10,000 depending upon
qualifications. Position available SeptemberOctober, 1959. Curriculum vitae requested. Interview arranged. Box 97, SCIENCE.
5/15, 22
Biochemist, Ph.D., to take charge of clinical
chemistry department under direction of pathologist in acute general hospital, preferably one
with previous hospital experience. Salary open.
Write Robert C. Kniffen, Managing Director,
New Britain General Hospital, New Britain,
X
Connecticut.
Botanist: For staff editorial position with Biological Abstracts. M.A. or Ph.D. in plant science required. Previous editorial experience not
essential. Beginning salary $5000-$7500, depending upon training and experience. Opportunity for advancement unusually good with this
rapidly expanding organization. Mail inquiry or
application (including pertinent biographic data)
to Mrs. H. Philson, 3815 Walnut Street, Phila5/29
delphia 4, Pa.
(a) Chief, pharmacology division, research department, one of country's leading industrial
companies; Ph.D. or M.D. or combination of
both, preferably the latter; administrative ability important; laboratories occupy newly constructed building designed for their purpose;
business arrangements dependent upon qualifications. (b) Physiologists, Pharmacologists, Biochemists; scientists with Ph.D., M.S. and B.S.;
although majority of appointments are at top
level, additional training available; particularly
interested in obtaining senior organic or pharmaceutical chemist who has had radioisotope experience and well qualified in research; organization specializing in research in nuclear sciences; East. (c) Chemist, preferably Ph.D.,
300-bed general hospital; preferably man who
will look upon association as career opportunity; college town, 100,000, near New York City;
starting salary $8000. S5-4 Medical Bureau,
Burneice Larson, Director, 900 North Michigan
X
Avenue, Chicago.
Endocrinologist, Research. Challenging opportunity as independent investigator to conduct
and supervise research in general endocrinology.
Experience in biological aspects of reproduction
helpful but not essential. Ph.D. in endocrinology
or related fields required. Please send complete
resum6 to Dr. Dorsey E. Holtkamp, The Wm.
S. Merrell Company, Cincinnati 15, Ohio.
5/22
Man wanted to cover selected and profitable territory for specialty firm in Midwest. Must have
some laboratory background and desire to sell.
Products now servicing more than 11,000 laboratories in the United States providing a positive
labeling system for laboratories and institutions.
Box 60, SCIENCE.
6/5; 6/19
New World-Wide Graduate Award Directories
for American scientists, teachers, librarians to
subsidize their education and research. Stipends
$200-$10,000. Volume I (1957). $3; volume II
(just published, no duplication), $3; both volumes, $5. Limited editions. Complete, specific
information on 400 awards in United States and
overseas in each volume. CRUSADE, Sci., Box
eow
99, Station G, Brooklyn 22, N.Y.
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